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Strong interplay between giant and anisotropic magnetoresistance
observed in face-centered-cubic-Co ÕAu multilayers between 5 and 280 K

C. Christidesa)

Department of Engineering Sciences, University of Patras, 265 04 Patras, Greece,
and Institute of Materials Science, National Center for Scientific Research ‘‘Demokritos,’’
153 10 Athens, Greece

~Received 1 August 2002; accepted 1 June 2003!

~111! oriented @Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 multilayers exhibit a strong thermal variation of the
magnetoresistive~MR! signal between 5 and 280 K, that consists of field-direction dependent giant
~GMR! and anisotropic magnetoresistance~AMR! contributions. Both, isothermal magnetization
and the MR loops reveal the appearance of a canted magnetic state that accompanies the
enhancement of the AMR contribution at lower temperatures. In addition, the experimental results
reveal that the GMR and AMR contributions not only depend on the relative direction between the
magnetic field and the current but also depend strongly on the relative direction of the field and the
tilting angle of the mean easy-magnetization axis. The large differences observed in the
magnetization and the MR curves of the as-made and the annealed films reveal the important role
played by the field dependence of the magnetic domain correlations in the spin conductance of
face-centered-cubic-Co/Au multilayers. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1593804#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The anisotropic~AMR! and giant magnetoresistanc
~GMR! effects in thin magnetic structures are one of t
hottest topics in magnetism today because they find w
spread applications as magnetic sensors or magnetic sto
devices.1 Usually, the AMR effect is referred to as the res
tivity of a saturated polycrystalline ferromagnet~FM! that is
determined2 by the angleu between the current densityJ and
the magnetizationM : r5r'1(r i2r')cos2 u, where r i

(r') is the resistivity in a direction withJ parallel ~perpen-
dicular! to M and the cos2 u dependence results from ave
aging over all crystal orientations. When the external m
netic fieldH is swept through the range2Hs,H,Hs (Hs is
the saturation field! either a resistance minimum or max
mum occurs, depending on the angleu. This reflects the evo-
lution of a multidomain state to a single domain state. T
GMR effect is referred to as resistance changes when
magnetic alignment of adjacent FM layers separated by n
magnetic material~NM! is varied.1 Both, the AMR and GMR
effects follow the magnetization reversal features that app
in M –H loops. However, the GMR effect occurs in a ma
rial only if under the influence of an applied fieldH the
spatial variation of the magnetization direction is changed
a scale smaller than a certain critical length, which depe
on the measurement geometry.3 Specifically, in the current-
in-plane ~CIP! and the current-perpendicular-plane geo
etries the critical lengths are given by the spin-depend
electron mean-free paths1,4 ls (s5↑ or ↓! and by the spin–
flip diffusion length5 Lsd, respectively.

First, Rijkset al.6 argued that in GMR systems, the sca
tering within the FM layers is anisotropic as a result of t
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AMR effect. Additional proof that the GMR is not isotropi
has been obtained in spin valves7 and polycrystalline
multilayers,8,9 indicating that anisotropic-GMR~AGMR! is
due to the angular anisotropy of the conduction elect
mean-free paths in the FM layers~the origin of the AMR
effect!. This leads to an interference between the GMR a
AMR effects, indicating that7,8 AGMR is mainly due to bulk
spin-dependent scattering~SDS! in FM layers and not due to
current shunting or internal reflection8 in the NM layers.
However, there is a number of studies10–14 for epitaxial
Co/NM superlattices (NM5Re, Cr, Cu! and bilayer films15

showing that this additional AMR contribution not only de
pends on the relative direction between the magnetic fi
and the current but also depends strongly on the rela
direction of the field and thein-planeeasy axis, Co@0001#, in
the hexagonal-close-packed~hcp! phase of Co. This case i
of particular technological interest because the epita
growth of coherent hcp-Co layers with in-planec-axis orien-
tation can control both, the symmetry of the in-plane ma
netic anisotropy and the interlayer coupling strength@and
therefore the magnetoresistance~MR!# in Co-based superlat
tices. Some studies in epitaxial12 Co/Cu~111! and perpen-
dicular magnetic Co/Au multilayers9 have shown that:~1!
the observed AMR effect is due to scattering from the h
stacking in Co,~2! the observed correlations between AM
and hcp-Co could be owed12 to the anisotropic effect of the
two-fold uniaxial anisotropy along the Co@0001# c axis, and
~3! the observed differences13,14,16 in GMR amplitudes de-
pend on the epitaxial relationship between the hcp-Co la
and the spacer-layer crystalline directions. However, subs
tial differences were reported13,14,16for the GMR and AMR
contributions in epitaxial hcp-Co/Cr superlattices that exh
a strong four-fold in-plane anisotropy. This four-fold aniso
ropy creates14 a considerable biquadratic interlayer couplin
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2517J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 August 2003 C. Christides
Jbiq . Since at certain regions of spacer-layer thickness17,18

the biquadratic coupling can be greater than the bilinear
change couplingJbil then the strength ofJbiq can strongly
affect1 the spin-dependentreflectioncoefficients at the inter-
faces ~interlayer coupling! and the spin-dependentdiffuse
scattering~GMR amplitude! at the interfaces or the bulk o
the FM layers.

The present study reveals a strong interplay betw
AMR and GMR contributions as a function of temperature
strongly ~111!-textured@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 multilay-
ers. The temperature dependence of isothermal CIP-
loops reveals a strong thermal variation of the MR sign
that consists of field-direction-dependent GMR and AM
contributions whereas the isothermal magnetization (M –H)
loop shapes reveal an enhancement of the biquadratic i
layer coupling that accompanies the increase of the A
signal below 200 K. However, face-centered-cubic~fcc!-
Co/Cu multilayers with strong biquadratic coupling exhib
only the GMR effect.19,20 This indicates that the coexistenc
of GMR and AMR contributions in the examined Co/A
multilayers cannot be reconciled with models21,22 that con-
sider a recursion relation for the in-plane directions of ma
netization vectors as a function of field. The main feature of
@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 multilayers is that Co adopts a
fcc lattice23,24 with one trigonal@111# axis directed along the
Au@111# axis perpendicular to the film plane, instead of
elongated hcp-Co@0001# axis.9 This trigonal strain is much
larger in @Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 multilayers23,24 than in
~111!-textured fcc-Co/Cu multilayers19,20 because there is
considerable out-of-plane lattice expansion (;15%) along
the Co@111# axis in Co/Au structures relative to that in Co/C
(;2%) structures. Thus, the observed interplay betw
AMR and GMR contributions is indirect proof that the c
existence of the two MR signals comes from a strain-indu
anisotropy along one@111# trigonal axis of Co directed nor
mal to film plane.25 It is shown here that such a trigon
strain is adequate to produce large differences between
transverse and the longitudinal GMR signal at ambient c
ditions, making these low-field GMR Co/Au multilayer
suitable for use in GMR switches.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 multilayers, were grown on
Si(100)/SiNx(70 nm) 5 mm2 square-shaped substrates th
were thermally isolated from the water cooled support
table during deposition. Metallic disks of 99.995% pure e
ments with diameter 5 cm, were used as target materials
high vacuum Edwards~West Sussex, England! E360A sput-
tering system with a pair of ATOM-TECH~Middle Essex,
England! 320-SE planar magnetron sputter sources.
samples were deposited in a cryogenically pumped cham
with base pressure of 231027 Torr under an Ar~99.999%
pure! pressure of 3 mTorr. It is worth noting that the amo
phous SiNx buffer layer provides an atomically smooth su
face where the observed23,24,26,27~111! texture is not induced
by the substrate23 in the film. The layer thickness of Au~2.5
nm! was selected at the second antiferromagnetic~AF!
maximum24 to avoid such micromagnetic effects on ma
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netic hysteresis or GMR loops as those observed28 at the first
AF maximum, due to growth of pinhole defects and F
bridges in the multilayer structure. The as-made multilay
were postannealed separately inside the deposition cham
at 200 °C, and 300 °C for 1 h.

X-ray diffraction ~XRD! and spin-echo nuclear magnet
resonance~NMR! spectra from the as-made26 and the
annealed29 samples have been published elsewhere. Tra
mission electron microscopy~TEM! images from the as
made@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 sample, which exhibit the
maximum24 GMR effect, have shown23 that Co adopts an
expanded fcc lattice without misfit dislocations or extend
Co–Au alloying. The NMR measurements revealed26 a
unique profile of the spin-echo intensity spectra for the
made multilayers that could not be assigned to any of
known bulk crystalline or glassy Co structures. Thus,
complementary information from previous TEM and NM
results indicates that the herein examined Co/Au sam
exhibit a highly strained Co lattice with fcc stacking. In a
dition, past studies for these low-field GMR Co/Au multila
ers have shown that at ambient conditions, the GMR eff
decreases for thicker Co layers27 whereas for thinner Au lay-
ers ~less than 1.5 nm! the GMR maximum signal, observe
at 2.5 nm of Au layer thickness, transforms to a pure AM
signal.24

Magnetic hysteresis and GMR loops were measu
with a Quantum Design MPMSR2 superconducting quant
interference device magnetometer between 5 and 280
CIP-MR measurements were performed with the four-po
probe method using a dc current of 10 mA. All measu
ments were performed by first applying the maximum po
tive field H parallel or transverse to current flow directio
and then completing the loop. Four-point-probe measu
ments were applied in both, square- (535 mm2) and
orthogonal-shaped (4312 mm2) samples. In the measure
ment of square-shaped samples, the connection of one
rent and one voltage contact can be permuted without tou
ing or rotating the sample, no changing the direction of
applied field~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 7!, ensuring that there is no
contribution from the usual AMR angular dependence
field direction.30 To ensure a better homogeneity in th
current–flow direction, MR measurements were perform
with orthogonal-shaped samples. The distance between
voltage-sensing leads has been kept equal to 5 mm, a
square-shaped samples. Both kinds of probes gave equ
lent MR curves, indicating that inhomogeneous curre
spread across the film does not make a significant contr
tion in the MR signal of the square-shaped samples. Si
MR measurements on square-shaped samples do not re
sample rotation and changes in electrical contacts for par
and transverse field geometries, all the MR loops shown
Figs. 4 and 5 come from this probe. It is worth noting th
the use of lithographically defined bridges~which is pre-
ferred in epitaxial Co-based films!10 is not necessary in ou
case because the Co/Au films are polycrystalline and the
no texture in the film plane.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Magnetic measurements

Figure 1 shows normalized magnetizatio
(M /Ms–H/Hs) loops between 5 and 280 K for the as-ma
film, with Hs andMs being the saturation field and magn
tization, respectively. Apparently, there is a considera
change in the loop shapes below 160 K that comes from
increase of the coercive (Hc) and the saturation (Hs) fields.
Above 160 K, there is a small remanent magnetization (Mr)
and the magnetization is approaching saturation at ab
H/Hs50.2. Below 200 K, these loops exhibit a progress
increase of theMr andHc values with decreasing temper
ture ~Fig. 3! whereas the magnetization is approaching sa
ration at aboutH/Hs50.8. Characteristically, below 200 K
each magnetization branch exhibits a steep switching fi
part at small fields (H/Hs,0.2), where the switching near
zero field is strongly hysteretic, and a quasilinear magnet
tion rotation part in the interval: 0.8.H/Hs.0.2. Figure 2
showsM /Ms–H/Hs loop measurements between 5 and 2
K for the annealed sample at 200 °C. Apparently, all the lo
shapes exhibit similar features without the marked chan
observed in the as-made sample below 200 K. In particu
these loops exhibit lowerHc values than the loops of th
as-made film~Fig. 3! whereas above 200 K, each magne
zation branch requires a larger field, relative to that obser
in Fig. 1, to saturate the moments.

FIG. 1. IsothermalM /Ms–H/Hs loops from the as-made film.

FIG. 2. IsothermalM /Ms–H/Hs loops from the annealed film at 200 °C
Downloaded 30 Jul 2003 to 143.233.249.77. Redistribution subject to A
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The observedM –H loops in Figs. 1 and 2, and pas
hysteresis-loop measurements24 with the field applied in-
plane and perpendicular to film plane, reveal that the aver
magnetization is lying in the film plane for both sample
excluding the formation of stripe domain structures.9 In ad-
dition, magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements have in
cated the existence31 of biquadratic interlayer coupling in the
examined here Co/Au multilayers. Thus, it can be argued
the magnetization curves in Figs. 1 and 2 exhibit the char
teristic curvature observed in32 NiFe/Ag and33 Fe/FeSi
multilayers when the biquadratic coupling,Jbiq,0, satisfies
the condition: 2uJbiqu.uJbilu. In this limit, the magnetization
vectors among FM layers are canted34 even at zero field
~remanent state! whereas with increasing field in aM –H
loop, the canting angle: cosDu5M(H)/Ms, decreases up to a
saturation field:33 Hs524(2Jbiq1Jbil)/MstFM , where a par-
allel alignment of magnetic moments is reached (tFM is the
FM layer thickness!. It is worth noting that the expression fo
Hs can have some more additive terms in the numerato
first- and second-order (K1 ,K2) uniaxial anisotropy con-
stants are not negligible.14 However, reflectivity experiments
with polarized neutrons35 have shown that the magnet
phase diagrams of thin Au~111!/Co films are very compli-
cated between 5 and 300 K because the in-plane compo
of the magnetization varies continuously with decreas
temperature at low fields. Specifically, it was shown35 that
different overlayers~W or Au! result in different magnetic
phase diagrams because the components of magnetiz
perpendicular and parallel to the film plane depend on
epitaxial strain at the interfaces as a function of temperat
Furthermore, it was shown25 that the effect of magnetic an
isotropy axes in a@111#-oriented fcc-Co layer on Au~111! can

FIG. 3. The top panel shows the temperature dependence of the norma
remanence magnetizationMr /Ms for the as-made~circles!, and the postan-
nealed~squares! Co/Au multilayers. The lines are guides for the eyes. T
bottom panel shows the temperature dependence of coercive fieldsHc ,
obtained from isothermalM /Ms–H loops. The solid line is the best fit usin
an exponential decay function.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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be a more complex function of anisotropy energy than tha
Co@0001# when a considerable uniaxial magnetoelastic
ergy is induced from a strain along one~111! trigonal axis.
Thus, in fcc-Co/Au multilayers, the complexity of the ma
netic phase diagram25,35 between 5 and 300 K imposes se
ous limitations on the applicability of the usual recursi
relations18,32,33 that estimate the biquadratic coupling fro
the directional cosines of in-plane magnetization vectors
function of field.21

Figure 3 shows an increase of theHs and Mr values
below 100 K that may signify36 a large increase ofJbiq at
lower temperatures. The lower panel in Fig. 3 shows
variation of Hc with temperature. An exponentia
decay function is used to fit the observedHc : Hc(T)
5Hc(0)exp(2dT), whered can be associated with a block
ing temperature:d51/TB . Solid lines in Fig. 3~lower panel!
are least-squares fits that give:Hc(0)580(5) Oe andTB

596(6) K for the as-made sample, andHc(0)575(5) Oe
andTB556(5) K for the postannealed sample. The obtain
TB’s are consisted with the progressive increase of theMr

~Fig. 3 top panel! below 100 K. This behavior indicates tha
the magnetization reversal mechanism at low fields is a
ciated with magnetic domains. Specifically, the observed
crease ofMr andHc reveals a strong variation of the micro
magnetic parameters, depending on microstructural effec
the two films. Thus, the smallerMr values for the anneale
film can be associated either with a more antiparallel ali
ment of magnetic moments in adjacent Co layers~dominance
of bilinear coupling! or with a multidomain state at low
fields. The GMR effect provides an additional tool for an
lyzing interlayer coupling, since it represents the angle
closed by the magnetic vectors of adjacent layers rather
projections of magnetization along the field direction. Th
the MR measurements can provide additional information
the actual micromagnetic configuration at low fields.

B. Magnetoresistance

Figures 4 and 5 show:~1! MR loops~left-hand side axis!
with the external field applied either parallel (Hi I , longitu-
dinal MR! or in the plane of the film and orthogonal (H'I ,
transverse MR! to current (I ) directions, and~2! the corre-
spondingM /Ms–H loops ~right-hand side axis! between 5
and 280 K. The insets reveal important details at low fiel
These results show a marked difference in the tempera
dependence of the MR loops for the as-made and the p
annealed film. The most spectacular effect is that the
signal remains positive for small fields while for larger field
a supplemental positive or negative MR component sho
up for H'I or Hi I , respectively. Such MR loops can b
attributed to a combination of GMR and AMR signals b
cause they can present either opposite signs, thus comp
with each other for a specific direction of the field, or th
can present similar signs, and thus reinforce each other
the orthogonal field direction.10,11

It is noteworthy that at all temperatures the MR curv
follow the observed changes of curvature of theM –H
branches in both films. Figures 4 and 5 reveal two charac
istic field intervals below 200 K. At low fields:2Hc,H
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,Hc , the AGMR occurs. An additional AMR componen
appears at the second-field interval:uHcu,H,uHsu, where
the M –H loops exhibit an extended curvature as well.
200 K, the inset in Fig. 4 clearly shows:~1! the increase of
Hc and the change of curvature in theM –H loop, ~2! the
increase~decrease! of hysteresis in the low-field GMR for
H'I (Hi I ), and ~3! the appearance of a wing-shaped M
component underneath the GMR signal. Below 160 K, t
wing-shaped component appears either as an inverse
signal that competes with the positive low-field GMR com
ponent forHi I or as a supplemental signal that reinforces
low-field GMR component forH'I . Below 100 K, Figs. 4
and 5 show similar AMR contributions in the total MR sign
for the as-made and the annealed films.

IV. DISCUSSION

A study24 of fcc-Co/Au~as-made! multilayers has shown
that the AMR signal increases when the layer thickness r
tCo/tAu increases. It shows that the AMR effect occurs in t
FM layers, as in perpendicular magnetic9 hcp-Co/Au multi-
layers. However, the MR loops in fcc-Co/Au multilaye
~Figs. 4 and 5! are very different from those observed9 in
hcp-Co/Au multilayers. This leads to the conclusion that
different MR curves observed in hcp-Co/Au and fcc-Co/A
multilayers are mainly due to the different stacking and
different lattice expansion of Co in the two structures.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of isothermal magnetizationM /Ms ~right-
hand side axis! and MR~left-hand side axis! loops for the as-made film. The
insets reveal important details at low fields. Solid and dashed lines show
loops forH'I andHi I , respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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The present study reveals some peculiar MR curve
the examined temperature range, which have never been
served in thin-film structures with mixed GMR and AM
behavior. Their peculiarity concerns the coexistence~Figs. 4
and 5! of a high-field AMR signal, that increases with d
creasing temperature, with a low-field MR signal that exh
its a very anisotropic, field-direction-dependent, AGM
component above 200 K. In contrast, in all of the examin
systems exhibit either7,8 a low-field AGMR signal or the su-
perposition of a low-field AMR component with a high
saturation-field GMR component.9–15

Of particular technological and fundamental importan
are the large differences observed between the transvers
the longitudinal MR signals above 200 K, because this eff
can be used in GMR switches. Figures 4 and 5 show that
MR loops exhibit positive DR/Rs5@R(H50)
2R(Hs)#/R(Hs) ratios at 280, 240, and 200 K forHi I and
for H'I . R(Hs) is the lowest~saturation! resistance tha
occurs at anHs'680 Oe@see the insets in Figs. 4 and 5#.
Such positive MR ratios forHi I andH'I reveal a noniso-
tropic low-field GMR effect.7,8 The highest GMR signal ap
pears for the transverse configuration that exhibits
smaller hysteresis as well. This result is consistent w
GMR curves observed in other AGMR systems.7,8 Figure 5
shows that the highest GMR value (;2.7%) appears for the
transverse configuration whereas the longitudinal GMR

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of isothermal magnetizationM /Ms ~right-
hand side axis! and MR ~left-hand side axis! loops for the annealed film a
200 °C. The insets reveal important details at low fields. Solid and das
lines show MR loops forH'I andHi I , respectively.
Downloaded 30 Jul 2003 to 143.233.249.77. Redistribution subject to A
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AMR amplitudes appear negligibly small at 280 and 240
in the annealed film. Such large differences between tra
verse and longitudinal MR signals have been reported13,12 in
Co/Cr superlattices as well, and their existence has been
sociated with a large crystalline-induced magnetic anis
ropy. However, their observation in Co/Cr superlattices, a
therefore their physical origin, remains a controvers
matter14 because the vertical correlation in the orientations
magnetic domains37 ~which gives rise to the resistance vari
tion! and the mismatch of the atomic arrangement at
FM/NM interface depend on the orientation of the multila
ers.

Idzerdaet al.37 have defined a correlation function, th
represents the fraction of the film which is aligned~low re-
sistance! minus the fraction of the film antialigned~high re-
sistance!, to quantify the vertical correlation of magnetic do
mains in a Co/Cr/Co trilayer. Figure 6 shows that t
hysteretic behavior of the low-field AGMR signals at 280
can be described from the field-increasing and fie
decreasing branches of such a correlation function~see Fig. 3
in Ref. 37!. In analogy with ~111! oriented Permalloy/Au
multilayers,38 Fig. 6 shows that the (M –Mr)

2 profile at 280
K fits the transverse GMR profile well when theMr value is
taken from Fig. 3 for the as-made sample. Thus, anMr

50.21Ms shows that this film never reaches a fully an
aligned configuration and provides a direct evidence for

ed

FIG. 6. Comparison between transverse MR~solid lines! and2(M –Mr)
2

~filled circles! vs field curves at 280 K. For clarity, the top panel shows on
one branch of the MR loop for the as-made sample whereas for
2(M –Mr)

2 curve anMr50.21Ms value is used from Fig. 3. The bottom
panel shows a large disagreement between the MR and2(M –Mr)

2 curves
when theMr50.025Ms value is used from Fig. 3 for the postanneale
sample.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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2521J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 August 2003 C. Christides
presence37 of both AF exchange coupling and FM~dipolar!
coupling for different regions within the as-made multilay
Usually, the competition of such FM and AF interactions
GMR multilayers can be described with bilinear and biqu
dratic contributions in the coupling energy. In this ca
simulations show21 that the shapes of the GMR profiles ca
vary from an inverted bell shape~parabolic! to a concave
pyramid with increasing biquadratic coupling strength. A
parently, the shapes of the GMR profiles above 200 K exh
more acute and trianglelike shapes rather than parabolic~in-
sets in Figs. 4 and 5!. Their similarity with other GMR pro-
files, observed in systems with considerable biquadr
coupling,36 gives the impression that theM –H and MR
loops in Figs. 4 and 5 can be well accounted for
considering21,32 a biquadratic term in the total magnetic e
ergy.

However, there is a total disagreement between
(M –Mr)

2 and the GMR profiles for the annealed film~Fig.
6! when the observed value~Fig. 3! of theMr(50.025Ms) at
280 K is used. In this case, a perfect matching of the t
profiles requires a fictitious value ofMr50.3Ms . Thus, the
very low value of the observedMr can be explained only if
we consider the presence of a multidomain configuration
the low-field region of the MR loops. In comparison, su
small Mr /Ms ratios have been observed and for oth
polycrystalline36 or single-crystalline34 films that exhibit a
canted magnetic state due to formation of a multidom
state in the low-field region. Usually, theMr /Ms ratio is
smaller for polycrystalline films because the average dom
size is much smaller than that in single-crystalline films34

Thus, as in Co/Cr films,14,37the large differences observed
the magnetization and the MR data of the as-made and
annealed films reveal the important role played by the fi
dependence of the magnetic domain correlations in the
conductance of fcc-Co/Au multilayers above 200 K. Sin
~111! oriented fcc-Co/Cu multilayers19,20 with strong biqua-
dratic interlayer coupling exhibit only the GMR effect b
tween 5 and 300 K, it becomes evident that a supplemen
biquadratic term in the total energy18,21,32of the fcc-Co/Au
system is not adequate to describe the data in Figs. 4 a
because

~i! The large differences~Fig. 3! between theMr values
of the as-made and the annealed films show that
multidomain configuration, and thus theMr , should
depend strongly on the characteristic columnar mo
of growth observed.23 TEM measurements hav
shown23 that the as-made Co/Au multilayers exhibit
highly twinned structure where the twin planes are
~111! planes of growth. Such an extensive twinning
the ~111! planes of growth can create very sma
bicrystalline domains due to competing anisotrop
from the twinned regions. For example this situati
was observed14 in hcp-Co/Cr superlattices, wher
small Co domains arise from perpendicularc axes
oriented in registry with a four-fold symmetric sub
strate lattice. However, the effect of magnetic anis
ropy axes in a@111# oriented fcc-Co layer can be
more complex function of anisotropy energy than th
Downloaded 30 Jul 2003 to 143.233.249.77. Redistribution subject to A
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of Co@0001# if one considers the contribution o
uniaxial magnetoelastic energy~ME! that is induced
by the presence of a trigonal strain.25 Considering
only this cubic ME energy term25 K1,me, the easy
magnetization direction in zero field is directed alo
either the three–fold axes forK1,me,0, or the four-
fold axes forK1,me.0. Thus, in~111!-oriented Co/Au
multilayers, each crystallite can have one three-fo
axis fixed perpendicular to the film surface where
all the other equivalent axes can maintain the sa
angle with the film normal axis. Consequently,
multilayers with columnar grains all the other thre
fold axes from the large assembly of Co crystallit
should be randomly distributed and their magnetiz
tion would be lying over a conical surface. The co
certed action of the conical distribution of magne
vectors and of the competing anisotropies from t
twinned regions might be the reason for the creat
of a multidomain configuration at low fields. Thus,
key question underlying the magnetic behavior
these systems is the role played by the micromagn
ics. In other words, to what extent is the assumpt
of small bicrystalline domains with strong interdo
main exchange valid in the as-made and the anne
films? Neutron reflectivity measurements are plann
in the near future to address such questions.

~ii ! The anisotropic GMR, observed above 200 K, is
intrinsic effect due to the angular anisotropy of th
spin-dependent electron mean-free pathsls (s5↑ or
↓! in the Co layers6–8 that is proportional to the GMR
ratio from bulk SDS: AGMR;(Dls/ls)GMR, plus
higher-order~in GMR! terms.8 However, the combi-
nation of the AMR and GMR contributions cannot b
disentangled from the transverse and the longitudi
MR signals observed above and below 200 K beca
in the multilayer structure of fcc-Co/Au, there is ne
ther a well defined uniaxial direction in the Co plane10

nor a predefined biasing field direction orthogonal
current direction39 to define well the conduction path.8

Thus, an ill-defined current path8,39 becomes a seriou
obstacle for the separation of the AMR compone
from the total MR signal because it is hard to esta
lish the mean-free path as a function of angle betwe
the current and the magnetization.

Thus, it becomes evident that these peculiar MR profi
cannot be simply treated by introducing a biquadratic te
alone. Micromagnetic modeling of both the magnetizati
and the MR data in Figs. 4 and 5 requires more sophistica
experiments to better isolate anisotropy from domain c
pling effects and to provide more insight into the relationsh
betweenK1,me and the lattice expansion of Co along th
@111# direction.

To investigate the effect of annealing on the microstru
ture, a third as-made sample was postannealed at 300
Although postannealing at 300 °C further improves the int
face sharpness and the~111! texture,29 we observe that it
completely suppress the GMR and AMR signals. In-pla
magnetic hysteresis measurements reveal easy-plane
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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2522 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 August 2003 C. Christides
loop shapes, indicating that annealing above 200 °C cre
nonconformal~uncorrelated! roughness along comparative
large lateral length scales at the interfaces which random
~cancels! the interactions that favor antiparallel and 90° i
terlayer coupling. The observed changes in the grouping
the satellite peaks around the fundamental~111!-Bragg peak
of the XRD spectra29 can be in support of such an atom
rearrangement at the interfaces as well.

In comparison, the effect of annealing on the MR pro
erties of the examined here fcc-Co/Au multilayers is diffe
ent from that observed40 in the corresponding fcc-Co/C
multilayers but it is closer to that observed41 in NiFe/Cu
multilayers with similar layer thicknesses. In the NiFe/C
system,41 the breakdown of the GMR signal starts after a
nealing at 220 °C and becomes zero after annealing
300 °C due to extensive intermixing of Ni with Cu. In con
trast, annealing below 220 °C causes a small increase41 of
the GMR because it improves themagnetic homogeneityof
the multilayer. In fcc-Co/Cu multilayers postannealing up
400 °C leads to sharper Co/Cu interfaces due to demixin
Co from Cu, and thus a continuous increase of the GMR
observed40 due to an effective increase of the Cu interlay
thickness. Thus, the breakdown of GMR and the reduction
the AF coupling in both systems is basically related with
effective reduction of the Cu~spacer! layer thickness due to
extensive diffusion of Cu at the interfaces.41,40 Since Co and
Au are not miscible materials then one expects that
observed29 improvement of interface sharpness after anne
ing at 300 °C will further increase the GMR in the fcc-Co/A
system, as in40 fcc-Co/Cu, whereas in fact a relatively ear
breakdown of the GMR is observed after annealing ab
200 °C. The thermal stability of the GMR effect is differe
in fcc-Co/Au and fcc-Co/Cu multilayers because in t
former: ~1! the GMR effect is mainly due to bulk SDS in C
layers and thus it is not affected so much from interfa
roughness effects, and~2! the Co lattice is highly strained
along the direction of growth thus affecting mostly the co
tributions from bulk SDS. In particular, it was observed23

that the as-made sample forms an average fcc-Co–Au la
with an interplanar lattice spacing along the growth direct
that is closer to Aud spacing. Thus, besides interface sha
ening, postannealing above 200 °C causes a strong relax
of the lattice parameters and the expandedd spacing of the
average fcc-Co–Au lattice relaxes toward the bulkd spac-
ings of the constituent elements. This destroys the magn
homogeneity of Co and is responsible for the obser
breakdown of the GMR and AMR signals after anneali
above 200 °C in the fcc-Co/Au system. Further annealing
temperatures above 400 °C leads to the formation29 of large
domains of pure Co and Au, as in fcc-Co/Cu multilayers.41,40

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, this study reveals a strong interplay b
tween the GMR and AMR effects as a function of tempe
ture in fcc-Co/Au multilayers. Large differences are o
served above 200 K between the transverse and
longitudinal GMR contributions~Figs. 4 and 5! which can
find applications as GMR switches at ambient conditio
Downloaded 30 Jul 2003 to 143.233.249.77. Redistribution subject to A
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Below 200 K, there is a peculiar coexistence~Figs. 4 and 5!
of a high-field AMR signal with a low-field AGMR compo
nent. A comparison of theM –H loops with the correspond
ing MR signals reveals two characteristic field intervals b
low 200 K. At low-fields:2Hc,H,Hc , the AGMR occurs
whereas an additional AMR component appears at the
ond field interval:uHcu,H,uHsu, where theM –H loops
exhibit an extended curvature. The observed combinatio
AMR and GMR contributions cannot be disentangled fro
the transverse and the longitudinal MR signals because in
multilayer structure of fcc-Co/Au, there is neither a well d
fined uniaxial direction in the Co plane10 nor a biasing field
direction39 to define well the conduction path.8 This does not
allow the separation of the AMR component from the to
MR signal since it is hard to establish the mean-free path
a function of angle between the current and t
magnetization.8,39 The observed interplay between AMR an
GMR contributions and the temperature dependence of
Mr indicate that the coexistence of the two MR signa
comes from a canted magnetic state that is created fro
multidomain configuration at low fields. In addition, th
large differences observed in both the magnetization and
data above 200 K~Figs. 4 and 5! for the as-made and th
annealed films reveal that the micromagnetic state at
fields is determined mostly from the extensive twinning th
is observed23 in the ~111! planes of growth. Thus, it become
evident that a micromagnetic modeling of both the magn
zation and the MR data in Figs. 4 and 5 requires more
phisticated experiments to better isolate anisotropy~intrinsic
effect! from domain coupling effects.
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